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Blended
 Treats For the Classroom

Safari Montage Streaming Video  (Single Shot, 60 Min.)
Tired of trying to show a video to the class, but getting ads and buffering issues?

Safari Montage is the answer!

Learn how to search for videos, select chapters from those videos, and create a
playlist that can be embedded on your website for students to access at school or
home. Because Safari Montage is hosted on DPS servers, your video-augmented

instruction will no longer be haunted by buffering or commercials.

A balanced blend, rich and flavorful, with deep, chocolate notes and a long, lingering
finish.

High Quality Digital Resources for Learning
(Single or Double shot, 60 or 90 minutes)

DPS subscribes to variety of Online Research Databases that provide articles, videos, photos and create
a playlist that can be embedded on your website for students to access at school or home. Because
Safari is hosted on the DPS server, your video-augmented instruction will no longer be haunted by

buffering or commercials.

Differentiated into elementary and secondary groups.

A lively and full-bodied blend that you can flavor to match your personal needs in your classroom.
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R.O.A.R. with LION: Robust Online Academic Resources for Inquiry
(Choose your flavor, 60 min.)

Want to make research more focused, safer, and less time-consuming for your
students and your own lesson planning? Try this tour of LION, the high-quality online

catalog of resources DPS has to offer. It sure beats trying to just Google it!
Learn how easy LION can make researching for our students as they discover books,

videos, online articles, and more all in one place.

A beautiful, fully sustainable, chocolatey blend that will help improve your day.

Digital Citizenship: Unpacking a lesson from CommonSense Media
(Single shot, 45 - 60 minutes)

CommonSense Media offers a wide and varied set of lesson plans to help our students become
better digital citizens. In this workshop, we will unpack a lesson plan and discuss implementation

options for your individual students. 

A light and nutty experience, with a robust kick that will get you going. 

Google Sites Support for Libraries (Single Shot,  60-90 minutes)
Do you want to create a website for your library?

We can help you with that.
Do you want to help your students create a web-based portfolio?

We can help you with that.
Do you want to create a website for your students to creatively collaborate on a project?

We can help you with that.

We are happy to help you create a website that fits your needs.
Brewed for individuals or a group, this workshop offers a  robust blend, smooth and mellow, with a rich

 body and nutty flavor.   
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What's Hot Library Staff training options

Shelf Order and Dewey (Double shot, 2 hours)
The shelf order and Dewey class is great for those who are looking for a deeper

understanding of this classification system, the call numbers in use in DPS, and for
those who need a refresher. We will get to know the classroom Resource library as we

explore and reshelve a selection of titles

This is a brew-your own experience - a  warm, spicy, and robust blend of information
and practical experience. 

Circulation Management  (Single Shot, 60 minutes)
Check in and check out are a small percentage of what goes on in the library, but they
are also a central component of library usage in general. This skills-based training is

specifically for library staff.
We will cover the basics of circulation procedures, but we will also discuss policy-
based best practices including handling lost/overdue books, dealing with fines, and

ways to stay on top of book circulation when it feels like there are not enough hours
in the day.

A tasty blend, smooth and full-bodied with a sweet aroma and complex flavor.

SLO Support for the Library (Single shot, 60 min.)
From finding the right standard to collecting strong baseline data, to submitting to

the system, our PD barista can provide that bit of one-on-one assistance that
sometimes makes all the difference.

A bitter,  brew with a rich fruity finish.



Add a little bit of body Do you have a pile of unattached books? Would you like to know how
to get them into the system so you can get them into the hands of the kiddos? Bring them

to this class where we will cover how to add a new item to your collection, how to
troubleshoot your work, and how to process that book so it can go on the shelves for

checkout.
A strong brew, with notes of practicality, immediacy, and cinnamontext

Item Record Management (Single Shot, 60 Minutes)Cool Options For awesome Library Staff

TitleSource 3 [Baker and Taylor]
(Single Shot, 60 minutes

This online tool, found on the Baker & Taylor website, provides a variety of features to help
you read reviews, identify audience, and ensure that you are purchasing grade-appropriate,
quality titles that support the curriculum and encourage independent reading choice among

students.

This is a light roast blend presented by our vendors.

Delicious, focused, and practical, with a friendly clean finish. 
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TitleWise [Follett]
(Single Shot, 60 minutes)

This online tool, found on the Follett website, provides a variety of features to help you read
reviews, identify audience, and ensure that you are purchasing grade-appropriate, quality titles

that support the curriculum and encourage independent reading choice among students.

Rich and full of character this unique bean is for more discerning tastes.
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Strong BrewStrongly Recommended by the staffFo

New Library Staff Training
You’re new; you have a library filled with books and a building filled

with eager teachers and students.
Now what?

Our staff will provide an overview of district and department policies,
train you on the circulation system and the catalog, and an introduce

your data collection dashboard where all of your stats live.
Class content differs for Teacher-Librarians and Library

Paraprofessionals, so choose the flavor that works best for you, but
you are sure to appreciate this workshop.

An inspirational blend:  very dark roasted,  smooth and heavy bodied
with a rich, bold and complex flavor

Librarian Dashboard Training
Data at your fingertips, ready for you to share.

Learn the power of the Librarian Dashboard! This digital tool allows you to view your
circulation and database statistics, analyze your book collection, see your ordering

history, view and sign up for classes and more.

Focused, and practical, with a friendly clean finish. 

Collection Assessment and Budget Tracking  
(Double Shot - 2 Hours)

This class will teach you more about appropriate ages for your Dewey
categories, how to assess your school population to choose relevant titles for
purchase, and how to use the district’s vendors to get the most bang for your

buck.
A Great option for those of us who really want to get the most for our

money. It’s a deep bodied brew, with a bold snappy flavor.
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On the Go! Online Training Sessions

are coming! 

Library Services is working on adding online
webcasts and videos for Library training. 

Those options will be available on our website
and an announcement will be sent out. 

In the meantime, feel free to check class
availability at our website. 

ETLS.DPSK12.org/Calendar


